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Ministry of the Interior. There were important national and
international political events pending and he wanted at all costs
to avoid a cabinet crisis. But he need not have troubled; his
own days as chancellor were numbered.
Behind the scenes the political class was exceptionally busy,
and in the Herrenklub there was a little conspiracy going on
which they fondly imagined was at once similar to and much
more important than the "Carlton Club conspiracy" which had
brought down Lloyd George. The self-constituted presidential
party came of families that had become what they were by knowing
how to bide their times; they had been biding this time for years
and now they had not so long to bide. Their action has been
sometimes misrepresented, but it is quite clear if one remembers
that they represented not the old Nationalism nor the new
Nationalism, but the newer Nationalism—in the political sense—
that was older in the historical sense than either the Nationalist
party or the Hugenberg faction, the landed aristocracy, which
having governed Wilhelmian Prussia through its cadets and
through selected representatives was now proposing itself to
govern and so save the state from crisis. And crisis to them meant
crisis for the landed aristocracy. Their plans were simple in the
extreme. They had no more respect for Hitler than they had for
any other demagogue and no respect for his legions, but they
thought they could use both. They saw Hitler's difficulties in
accepting a compromise with Bruening such as would have put
him in a subordinate position. But they could see no difficulty
at all in Hitler's acceptance of a subordinate position which gave
him, a mason's labourer and a corporal, social equality with
Prussian aristocrats and Prussian generals. Social equality was
the bribe they proposed to hold out; they had never known its
attractive power to fail, not even with a Social Democrat; and
they knew that Hitler was a snob. For some time their henchmen
in journalism had been subtly changing the slogan "More power
to the President" into "All power to the President." And the
President was "one of themselves." They had not the slightest
interest in the present "national" front, and had no intention
of admitting any of its leaders to real power; they had no views

